Specialized solutions through a global
network.
Council of International Investigators

Introducing the Council of
International Investigators (C.I.I)

ethics, and mutual trust, many other private
investigators sought to be accepted into what was
then referred to as ‘The Council’.
Our original group expanded its membership and
worldwide coverage through careful selective
screening of applicants.

Membership
Over half a century on and to date, the C.I.I has over
400 carefully selected established and well-

Introduction

respected professional investigators from 70
countries, with 42 new members from 18 different

The C.I.I was established in 1955 by a group of well-

countries accepted in 2018.

known and highly respected private investigators
gathered informally in Chicago, Illinois. The

Each C.I.I investigator meets strict membership

purpose of the meeting was to consider the

criteria in line with our aim of maintaining the

formation of a close-knit organization that the

highest quality professionals within the industry,

attendees could trust to handle investigatory

adhering to strict code of ethics met with universal

matters in their respective local areas.

approval by public law enforcement agencies,
legislatures, and public officials. The C.I.I have

As the existence of our professional group became

achieved a position within the private investigation

known, because of our high standards of integrity,

business, and before the public, as the
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spokesperson for ethical private investigators
throughout the world.

•

enforcement agencies, legislatures, and public
officials

Certified membership of the Council of International

Code of Ethics & Suzzess

Investigators confers a level of distinction and
prestige to those members who meet the strict
criteria set for this type of member.
The focus of the C.I.I is on quality of its members
and not quantity.

Benefits of Membership
The following are the benefits of joining the C.I.I: •

Direct access to over 400 like-minded
professional private investigators (worldwide)

•

Access to fully vetted investigators in 70

The adoption of, and strict adherence to, the
Council of International Investigators’ Code of Ethics
has met with universal approval by public law
enforcement agencies, legislatures, and public
officials.
Yosh Wong of Suzzess obtained his Certified
Membership of the C.I.I in 2011. Since the Private
Investigations industry in Hong Kong is not licensed,
Suzzess has chosen the Council’s strict Code of
Ethics and adopted the same whilst undertaking
investigations.

countries on all six continents
•

Direct access to specialist skills in various
investigative disciplines (worldwide)

•

An annual conference which provides for
continued education, networking
opportunities, and meeting associates and
friends from all over the world

•

Subcontracting and outsourcing
opportunities with professionals of the
highest quality

•

Regional meetings around the world

•

CII Certification

•

Subscription to our monthly newsletter, The
Councilor

•

Access to up-to-date industry information

•

Be part of a unique, prestigious organization
that has earned the respect of public law
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Yosh Wong was formally appointed Regional

also the Regional Meetings in Jakarta (2015) and

Director for the Far East Region in October 2018 and

Singapore in conjunction with Securex (2017).

is responsible for the promotion of the C.I.I in the Far
East Region, vetting of any new members and

Note: The above information was obtained from the

advising the Board of any significant legislative or

Council of International Investigator’s website and

licensing changes in the region.

statistics extracted from internal circulars and newsletters
and is provided for the promotion of the C.I.I

Over the years, Yosh had actively participated in
many C.I.I events, attending the AGMs in New Delhi

If you wish to join the C.I.I, feel free to browse the

(2015), Gothenburg (2016), Hong Kong (2018) and

website at www.cii2.org or contact Yosh at
yoshwong@suzzess.com for further information.
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